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The growth of AI tools within medicine has shown the immense potential for these technologies to support health in the wild. 
Within chronic-disease contexts, AI tools can support self-management through pattern identification, decision support, and 
personalized prediction. Here, we discuss findings from our in the wild deployment of GlucOracle, a diabetes self-
management app that delivers personalized blood glucose forecasts to individuals and share insights to inform the future 
development of health technologies. Specifically, we highlight: (1) the need for AI systems that meet users’ diverse 
expectations and adapt to their ever-evolving context, (2) challenges regarding the sporadic use of health tools in the wild 
and implications for developing unbiased models, and (3) users desire for explainable systems. We discuss opportunities for 
continued HCI work on these topics and hope to engage in collaborative discussion with the research community about 
designing effective health AI systems for the wild. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The rapid growth of AI technologies has profoundly touched every aspect of human life: from consumption 
habits, to social networks, to health. Emerging applications within the medical domain have shown the 
tremendous potential of AI technologies to identify health pattens, facilitate decision support, and leverage data 
to forecast future outcomes [2, 6, 12].  
 
Within the health domain, the area of chronic disease self-management poses a unique challenge. Chronic 
diseases, such as diabetes, require individuals to rigorously manage various lifestyle factors including nutrition, 
physical activity and stress to maintain their health [13]. For individuals with diabetes, health-management 
challenges touch every dimension of their daily lives, impacting a myriad of their decisions in the wild. The ever-
increasing volumes of data reflecting individuals’ daily behaviors, coupled with emerging methods for 
computational data analysis, can help individuals with the task of self-management by recognizing important 
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trends and patterns, recommending beneficial self-management behaviors and providing other forms of 
decision support. However, because such tools will need to integrate with individuals’ daily lives, there remain 
questions about how to best design AI systems that can be easily adopted in the wild.  
 
Our lab focuses on developing AI-based tools to support self-management of chronic diseases with a specific 
focus on type 2 diabetes (T2D). As part of this research, we have conducted several studies with participants, 
testing tools for T2D management in both small-scale pilot contexts and large-scale deployment “in the wild” 
studies. Our past work has highlighted several considerations that can inform the development of future AI 
health systems “in the wild”: 

1. When deployed in the wild, AI systems in health are inevitably faced with a great diversity of individuals’ 
needs, preferences and expectations. AI systems should provide assistance and decision support that 
incorporates users’ preferences and adapts to their evolving contexts and skills. 

2. Individuals engage with health management technologies sporadically and inconsistently. This raises 
questions about how to best assess the effectiveness of interventions and how to handle data 
missingness in order to develop robust, unbiased models. 

3. When presented with inferences and recommendations, users are eager to understand the inner decision 
logic of AI systems. This raises important ML and HCI questions about model explainability and how to 
best present explanations to users. 

Below, we expand on these lessons and discuss implications for the future development AI systems to support 
health in the wild. 

2 LESSONS FROM GLUCORACLE 

In our previous research, we developed GlucOracle, a smartphone app to help individuals with T2D anticipate 
changes in their blood sugar. The app uses computational modeling and self-tracking data to generate 
personalized blood glucose forecasts in response to meals. Individuals use GlucOracle to log meal photos and 
short text descriptions, as well as blood glucose levels before and after meals to train their personalized model. 
Once the model is trained, users can log a meal they intend to eat and GlucOracle will present them with 
forecast for how that meal is anticipated to change their blood sugar, enabling them to make modifications to 
planned meals in real-time. GlucOracle’s prediction model leverages data assimilation to generate personalized 
real-time predictions of an individuals’ evolving blood glucose levels. In order to sufficiently train the model, 
users had to record 25 meals with pre- and post-meal blood glucose readings [1]. 
 
GlucOracle was evaluated in a 4-week “in the wild” pilot study with 10 participants with T2D who had varying 
levels of experience using technology for diabetes management (5 novice self-trackers, 5 experienced self-
trackers). Users were invited to participate in qualitative interviews and share their perceptions and experiences 
with receiving personalized forecasts in the wild [3]. Specifically, we captured users’ impressions of the 
usefulness of forecasts, and their attitudes toward receiving AI-generated forecasts to support nutrition 
management in everyday life.  
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Overall, GlucOracle users found the AI-generated forecasts compelling and informative. The study also opened 
many new questions about how to improve AI systems to support everyday decision-making and long-term 
engagement. Below we expand on insights from our deployment of GlucOracle and outline some perspectives 
and directions to consider for the future development of human-centered AI systems to support personal health.  

2.1 Designing to support diversity and change in the wild 
One finding that quickly emerged from our work with GlucOracle was that while users shared common 
challenges around nutrition and blood glucose management, they each had diverse needs, expectations and 
preferences for how to use the app.  
 
First, users had varying levels of past experience with health technologies to manage blood glucose. Novice 
users found the process of tracking and receiving forecasts in and of itself to be eye-opening and rewarding. 
On the other hand, individuals who had more experience with both self-tracking and diabetes management had 
fewer open questions and were more likely to see continuous tracking as a burden, and simple forecasts as 
less informative. These individuals desired more detailed information about the dynamics of their blood glucose 
predictions, for example seeing more detailed depictions of changes in their blood glucose overtime, such as a 
blood glucose curve. Second, users had diverse approaches to incorporating forecasts into their daily meal 
practices. While some used forecasts to modify their planned meals, others noted challenges altering already 
prepared meals, especially when also cooking for family members. Instead, these users suggested flexible 
features for saving forecasted insights to consult beyond mealtime, such as during recipe planning and cooking.  
 
These findings highlight a need for AI systems that capture the personal needs and preferences of users and 
evolve with them over time. For example, in addition to modeling physiological response to nutrition, as in 
GlucOracle, future AI systems for health management could attempt to model both individuals’ physiology, as 
well as their preferences and usage patterns to provide assistance in the form appropriate for each user.  
Related work in chronic disease management also has shown the value of AI systems accounting for users’ 
context and preferences when making specific suggestions (e.g. AI systems that recognize a user avoids meat, 
or AI systems used in family contexts that must account for the mutual preferences of several individuals) [11, 
12].  Furthermore, it is crucial to remember that users’ information needs evolve as they gain experience using 
digital tools for health management. Not only must in the wild AI systems accommodate needs of different users, 
but these systems must also adapt with each unique user as their needs, abilities and preferences change.  

2.2 Mind the Data Gaps: Designing for Sporadic Use 

Another important consideration that emerged from the GlucOracle study regarded users’ perceptions around 
the long-term adoption of GlucOracle. Users reflected that tracking and receiving forecasts was most useful at 
the start of the study, while they learned what meals worked best for them. As users gained experience with 
the app and became more aware of how their blood glucose changed in response to common meals, forecasts 
became more predictable. Few participants saw themselves using GlucOracle with the same level of intensity 
in the long run. Instead, they saw it as a useful tool for occasional use to ensure they were on track, or to support 
ongoing discovery, for example, when they introduced new meals. They envisioned using the app for intense 
tracking at sporadic intervals, rather than continuously over long periods of time. 
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These findings have several implications for the design of future AI systems. First, they suggest the need for a 
more nuanced definition of engagement that distinguishes lapsing use due to mastery from lapsing use due to 
abandonment. This implies that in some contexts, “sustained engagement” may be an ill-fitting metric to 
accurately assess the usefulness of AI interventions [4, 8]. As we continue to develop AI tools for use in the 
wild, it is important to consider what other metrics we can use to assess the effectiveness of these interventions. 
 
Second, sporadic data capture poses considerable challenges for developing accurate and unbiased algorithms 
that support health management [5]. Such tracking in “fits and spurts” can result in sparse and biased datasets 
that only capture individuals in a particular state of health (for example, users of GlucOracle only tracking their 
meals when their blood glucose was dysregulated) [10]. Current solutions include automated data collection 
through devices and app designs that simplify logging procedures (e.g., allowing users to duplicate previous 
entries, synchronizing data across multiple apps, etc.) in order to reduce tracking burden. However, challenges 
with comprehensive data capture persist and can make “in the wild” datasets suboptimal for algorithm training 
and development as they lack key data about individuals across a variety of health states.  
 
This missingness makes it difficult to train models that can precisely detect unhealthy changes and offer 
personalized insights and suggestions to support users’ health. As we consider the development of AI to support 
health in the wild, it is important that we consider concerns about data quality and missingness in order to train 
accurate and unbiased models. 

2.3 Unwrapping the Black Box: Making AI Insights Useful in Context 
Finally, through our study we found that reflecting on forecasts made participants interested in understanding 
how forecasts were generated and opened new questions regarding model explainability. Overall, many 
participants found GlucOracle forecasts to be aligned with their own expectations, which increased their trust in 
the underlying AI engine. However, participants often wondered which aspects of meals contributed the most 
to the forecast. Furthermore, they wished to better understand both what influenced the predictions and the 
fuller extent of these predictions. For example, instead of a single numerical value, many wished to see the full 
blood glucose curve predicted by the model to gain a better understanding of how their blood glucose was 
predicted to change over time. These findings highlight new opportunities to incorporate insights from 
Explainable AI (XAI) research into AI systems that support health management in the wild.  
 
However, there are many open questions about how to best design explainable systems. On the machine 
learning side, there are ongoing challenges with designing high performing models for which the decision logic 
can be easily explained (the so-called “performance-explainability tradeoff”) [7]. On the HCI side, there are 
questions about what model features are most necessary to explain, and how explanations should be presented 
to be useful in different interaction contexts [9].  
With regards to Glucoracle, though the prediction model is highly explainable it is not immediately apparent 
what an a effective explanation would be for in-the-moment decision making context in which users engage 
with the app. Drawing from this work, we are interested in understanding how explanations (such as which 
elements of meals caused blood glucose forecasts to be higher or lower) can facilitate greater understanding, 
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perceived usefulness, and willingness to act on AI insights in the context of routine heath management. We are 
also interested in how the format and style of useful explanations may differ between just-in-time settings where 
users want quick actionable feedback, and long-term recommendation settings where users want to reflect 
more deeply. 

3 ONGOING WORK AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

Our lab is continuing to explore these questions and engaging in studies to examine how AI-generated nutrition 
recommendations should be presented to users in the wild. Past work focusing on health recommendations has 
varied in the specificity of recommendations delivered by AI: ranging from surfacing a general trend, to 
recommending a type of behavior, to suggesting a very specific activity [2, 6, 12]. In the next steps of developing 
AI systems to support personal chronic disease management, it is vital to understand the kinds of AI-generated 
insights that can best support personal health, and find ways to present recommendations that are 
understandable, actionable, and trustworthy. 

4 CONCLUSION 

In this workshop we hope to engage with other HCI researchers and explore new ways to design AI technologies 
to better support personal health management. We believe the questions and insights from our studies will be 
a valuable contribution to this workshop and are eager to learn from fellow researchers. We look forward to a 
deep and engaging discussion about designing effective health AI systems for the wild.  
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